1) I missed an ______ on the test.
   A. answer    B. boot
   C. ostrich   D. cartoon

2) The ______ is sunny weather.
   A. shed   B. forecast
   C. cartoon  D. food

3) The ______ ate the feed.
   A. energy   B. ostrich
   C. page   D. broom

4) The ______ was shining.
   A. source  B. energy
   C. smoo th   D. moon

5) Let's go to the ______ museum.
   A. paper   B. energy
   C. broom   D. cartoon

6) I found a ______ rock beside the creek.
   A. roof   B. scooter
   C. boot   D. smooth

7) He drove the ______ through the park.
   A. springtime  B. scooter
   C. energy   D. source

8) You will ______ the answer.
   A. food   B. forecast
   C. springtime   D. discover

9) I eat ice cream with a ______.
   A. food   B. spoon
   C. cartoon   D. roots

10) I put my right ______ on first.
    A. answer   B. boot
    C. broom   D. shed